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To find a precise, e�cient, and safe method to control rice sheath blight disease

(caused by Rhizoctonia solani), this study used the natural productmagnolol as the

fungicide. Based on the characteristics of cell wall-degrading enzymes (CWDEs)

released by R. solani during the early stages of infection, a Mag@CMCS@CPSG

(magnolol@carboxymethyl chitosan@carboxymethyl cellulose, pectin, sodium

alginate, and glycerol) film was constructed to control the release of magnolol

in response to CWDEs. The Mag@CMCS@CPSG film increased magnolol toxicity

against R. solani, decreased EC50 from 7.33µg/mL to 4.37µg/mL, and e�ectively

blocked the invasion of mycelia. Under the stimulation of CWDEs released during

R. solani infection, the cumulative release of magnolol by the Mag@CMCS@CPSG

film reached 75.62% after 96h, and the disease index of rice treated with

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film significantly decreased. Themaximum field control e�ect

of Mag@CMCS@CPSG film on rice sheath blight disease was 72.47%, which was

not significantly di�erent from that of the commercial preparation jinggangmycin;

however, the holding period was better. The Mag@CMCS@CPSG film reduced the

loss of rice yield and quality caused by infection with R. solani and did not cause

phytotoxicity or residue. In conclusion, the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film can achieve

accurate and green control of rice sheath blight.

KEYWORDS

magnolol, Rhizoctonia solani, cell wall degrading enzymes, controlled release, field

control e�ect

1. Introduction

Rice is the most widely grown food crop globally and is a staple food for more than half

of the world’s population. However, rice sheath blight is one of the most destructive and

economically harmful diseases affecting rice production worldwide, it can reduce rice yields

by 2.5–50%, and rice quality can be reduced (Groth, 2008; Chen et al., 2023; Shen et al.,

2023). Rice sheath blight is a fungal disease caused by Rhizoctonia solani. By secreting cell

wall-degrading enzymes (CWDEs), R. solani decomposes the rice cell wall and destroys its

mechanical defense function, thus completing the infection (Lakshman et al., 2016; Rao et al.,

2020). Currently, synthetic chemical fungicides are the primary method used to control rice

sheath blight. However, owing to the long-term and unscientific use of chemical pesticides,

problems of pathogen resistance and pesticide residues have increased the risk to food

security (Garefalaki et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2023; Yousefi et al., 2023).
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To reduce the reliance on synthetic pesticides, we explored

plant extracts that effectively inhibited R. solani. We found that

natural magnolol (Mag), a natural compound derived from the

Chinese herb Magnolia officinalis (Wang et al., 2020), destroyed

the plasma membrane and caused the death of R. solani (Mo

et al., 2021). However, Mag is insoluble in water, and its hydroxyl

structure is easily oxidized, limiting its utilization (Han et al.,

2021; Usach et al., 2021). To achieve the accurate and efficient

control of plant diseases, Mag was loaded with carboxymethyl

chitosan (CMCS) to form water-soluble Mag@CMCS particles in

our previous studies, and carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) and

pectin (PT) were used to simulate plant cell wall components.

Using sodium alginate (SA) and glycerol (Gl), an enzyme response-

controlled release film, CPSG, was constructed. After coating with

the Mag@CMCS particles, a Mag@CMCS@CPSG film was formed.

The Mag@CMCS@CPSG film exhibited excellent flexibility, light

transmittance, air permeability, and adhesion (Mo et al., 2023).

However, the performance of the Mag@CMCS@CPSG films in

practical applications is unclear.

This study used the rice sheath blight as the model

disease to clarify the disease control effect and safety of

the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film. The inhibition effect of

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film on R. solani, the release of magnolol

performance in response to R. solani infection, the field control

effect on rice sheath blight disease, and the effect on rice quality

were investigated using toxicity assay, in vivo inoculation, and

a field experiment. The experimental results confirmed the

application performance of the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film and

provided a new method for efficiently utilizing plant extracts with

poor stability.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Rhizoctonia solani AG 1-IA was provided by the Crop

Protection Institute of Guizhou University, cultured in potato

dextrose agar (PDA) medium, and stored at 4 ◦C. Magnolol (Mag)

≥98% purchased from Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd.

(Shanghai, China). Carboxymethyl chitosan (CMCS), cellulase, and

pectinase were purchased from Solaibao Technology Co., Ltd.

(Beijing, China). Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC), pectin (PT),

sodium alginate (SA), and glycerol (Gl) were purchased from

Macklin Biochemical Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Surfactant OP-15

was purchased from Haian Petrochemical Plant (Nantong, China).

2.2. Preparation of Mag@CMCS@CPSG film

Following the method reported by Mo et al. (2023), 2 g of

CMCS was added to 80ml of water and stirred until completely

dissolved. Two grams of magnolol were dissolved in 20ml of 40%

methanol solution and added to the CMCS solution. A multi-

tube vortex oscillator (Ruicheng Instrument Co., Ltd., Hangzhou,

China) was oscillated for 6 h at 1,500 rpm and then freeze-dried

to formMag@CMCS particles. Subsequently, 0.875 g CMC, 0.125 g

PT, 0.625 g SA, and 0.375 g Gl were added to a beaker, and water

was added to 60ml and stirred until dissolution to form the CPSG

solution. Mag@CMCS particles were dissolved in 40ml of water

and added to the CPSGmembrane solution with 10ml of surfactant

OP-15. After magnetic stirring for 2 h, the solution was allowed

to stand for 1 h until the bubbles completely disappeared. A 20ml

film solution was poured on a 15 × 15 cm acrylic plate, dried at

room temperature (25 ± 2◦C) for 4 h, and gently torn off, that

is, Mag@CMCS@CPSG film. Using the same preparation method

but without the addition of Mag, the resulting CMCS@CPSG film

was obtained.

2.3. Toxicity test of Mag@CMCS@CPSG film
against R. solani

The toxicity of Mag, CMCS@CPSG film, and

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film to R. solani was determined using

the mycelium growth rate method (Zhao et al., 2021), and 28%

Jinggangmycin-soluble powder (SP) (Qianjiang Biochemical,

Haining, China), a commercial preparation, was used as a control

agent. Mag was dissolved in a small amount of methanol and

diluted with sterile water. CMCS@CPSG film, Mag@CMCS@CPSG

film, and 28% Jinggangmycin SP were diluted with sterile water.

Five different drug concentrations were evenly mixed with PDA to

prepare drug-containing media. R. solani colonies with a diameter

of 5mm were inoculated into the drug-containing medium,

each concentration was treated six times and incubated at 28◦C

for 48 h under alternating light and dark conditions, and then,

the colony diameter was measured. IBM SPSS Statistics 20.0

(Armonk, NY, United States) was used to calculate the effective

medium concentration (EC50) of different drugs. CMCS@CPSG

and Mag@CMCS@CPSG films were cut into 2 × 2 cm pieces and

placed on a PDA medium. A 5mm R. solani colony was placed on

the film to observe mycelia growth.

2.4. Determination of magnolol release
ability of Mag@CMCS@CPSG film
stimulated by CWDEs

The Mag@CMCS@CPSG film was cut into 3 × 3 cm slices and

placed in a dialysis bag with a molecular weight of 1,000. Mixed

solutions of cellulase and pectinase at different concentrations were

added simultaneously to the dialysis bag. Then, the dialysis bag

was sealed and placed in 300ml of distilled water at 35◦C. The

dialysis bag was taken out 96 h later and placed into methanol

solution for an ultrasound for 30min, and 10ml solution was taken

to determine the residual amount of Mag using high-performance

liquid chromatography (HPLC). The detection methods were

described by Tang et al. (2019) and Zhou et al. (2020). HPLC

was performed using a ZORBAX 300SB-C18 column (Agilent

Technologies Co., Ltd., Santa Clara, United States), with the

measuring wavelength at 294 nm, mobile phase consisting of a

methanol:water ratio of 78:22, a sample size of 5 µl, a flow rate

of 1 ml/min, and column temperature of 30◦C. The sum of the

remaining Mag in the dialysis bag and magnolol in the aqueous

solution outside the dialysis bag after 96 h was the total amount of
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Mag in the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film. The release rate of Mag was

defined as the ratio of the Mag content in the solution outside the

dialysis bag to the total amount of Mag in the film. Each treatment

was repeated four times.

2.5. Determination of magnolol release
ability of Mag@CMCS@CPSG film
stimulated by R. solani infection

The leaf sheath was taken as the center, cut into 15 cm pieces

of rice stem tissue with a similar diameter, wrapped at the end

near the root with absorbent cotton moistened with sterile water,

and 1 g Mag@CMCS@CPSG film was added to 500ml water,

sprayed on the surface of the rice stem tissue, and allowed to

stand at room temperature for 4 h until the film dried. R. solani

colonies with a diameter of 5mm were inoculated on the surface

of leaf sheaths (another treatment method was to inoculate R.

solani on the surface of leaf sheaths for 48 h and then spray them

with Mag@CMCS@CPSG film), with only R. solani treatment as

the control. At 6, 12, 24, 48, 72, and 96 h after treatment, stem

tissues (3 cm in length) were clipped with the leaf sheath as the

center and ground into powder in liquid nitrogen for later use.

Rice tissue powder (0.1 g) was extracted using a cellulase and

pectinase extraction kit, and cellulase and pectinase activities were

measured using a multifunctional enzyme marker. Each treatment

was repeated four times. Simultaneously, the disease index of the

rice tissue was investigated, and 18 rice plants were investigated

each time. Disease grade value and investigation methods were

described by Begum et al. (2010) and Jiang et al. (2018), as follows:

Grade 0: no disease spots, Grade 1: spot diameter R≤ 0.5 cm, Grade

3: spot diameter 0.5 cm<R≤ 1.0 cm, Grade 5: spot diameter 1.0 cm

< R ≤ 3.0 cm, Grade 7: spot diameter 3.0 cm < R ≤ 5.0 cm, and

Grade 9: spot diameter R > 5.0 cm.

Disease index =
∑

(Grade value × Corresponding number of disease plants)
Total survey × 9

× 100 (1)

Using the same treatment method as described above, after

6, 12, 24, 48, 72, and 96 h, rice stem tissues were rinsed with

20ml methanol for 20 s and then ground into powder in liquid

nitrogen. One gramwas added to a 10ml centrifuge tube containing

5mL methanol, and the ultrasonic scrubber was ultrasonicated for

30min at 60 kHz. After centrifugation at 4◦C for 10min at 8,000

rpm, the supernatant was collected, and the magnolol content was

determined using HPLC. Each treatment was repeated four times.

2.6. Determination of field control e�ect of
Mag@CMCS@CPSG film on rice sheath
blight disease

For the field experiment, the rice variety used was Guang-

8-You 198 on flat land, and rice sheath blight disease occurred

for 3 consecutive years. The trial comprised five treatments, 2,

1.25, and 0.83 g/L Mag@CMCS@CPSG film solution, 2 g/L Mag,

0.67 g/L 28% Jinggangmycin SP (the manufacturer recommends

the dosage), and the water treatment was the blank control. Each

treatment was repeated four times and each replicate consisted

of one plot (20 m2). A total of 28 plots were constructed using

a random block design. The field experiment used two different

applicationmethods as follows: one was applied at the booting stage

(rice sheath blight did not occur), and the other was applied at

the full heading stage (rice sheath blight early). The incidence at

7, 14, 21, and 28 days after the application was investigated, and the

control effect was calculated. Disease grade values and investigation

methods were described by Zheng et al. (2021) as follows: Grade

0: no disease in the whole plant; Grade 1: the incidence of the

fourth leaf and the following leaf sheaths and leaves (with sword

leaf as the first leaf); Grade 3: the incidence of the third leaf and the

following leaf sheaths and leaves; Grade 5: disease of the second leaf

and the following leaf sheaths and leaves; Grade 7: sword leaf blade

and the following leaf sheath and leaf disease; and Grade 9: whole

plant disease, early death. The disease index was calculated using

Formula (1), and the control effect was calculated as follows:

Control effect (%) =
CK1 − PT1

CK1
× 100 (2)

In Formula (2), CK1 refers to the disease index after application

to the blank control area, and PT1 refers to the disease index after

application to the treatment area.

Simultaneously, chlorophyll content (SPAD value), intercellular

carbon dioxide concentration, and photosynthetic rate of rice

were measured by 3051D photosynthetic apparatus (Zhejiang TOP

Cloud-agri Technology Co., Ltd, Hangzhou, China), to determine

the phytotoxicity of Mag@CMCS@CPSG film to rice.

2.7. Determination of the e�ect of
Mag@CMCS@CPSG film on rice quality

In the test in Section 2.6, the rice was treated with 2 g/L

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film solution, 2 g/L Mag, and 0.67 g/L 28%

Jinggangmycin SP and CK (52 days after application at the booting

stage and 30 days after application at the full head stage). The

number of rice holes in each plot was counted during harvesting,

and the total number of rice holes per 667 m2 was calculated.

Three rice holes were randomly selected from each cell to count the

panicle number, and 10 panicles were randomly selected according

to a five-point sampling method, to count the total grain per

panicle, setting rate, and 1,000-grain weight of rice and to calculate

the theoretical yield (Ravshanov et al., 2023).

Total panicle (millions/hm2) =

10000 × Plot rice holes × Plot panicle number
Area of cell

× 10−4 (3)

Theoretical yield =

Total panicle × Total grain × Setting rate ×

1000-grain weight × 10−2 (4)

After harvesting, the rice was dried in the oven at 50◦C for

4 days, and the brown rice rate and head yield were measured
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FIGURE 1

In vitro toxicity of R. solani by di�erent drugs. (A): Mag, (B): CMCS@CPSG film, (C): Mag@CMCS@CPSG film, (D): Jinggangmycin.

(Tan et al., 2023). The grain chalkiness percentage and degree

were determined using a TPMZ-A rice appearance quality tester

(Topu Yunnong Technology Co., Ltd., Hangzhou, China). The

amylose content was determined as follows: the milled rice sample

was ground into a powder, and the rice flour sample was picked

up through a sieve with a bore diameter of 0.25mm. The rice

flour sample was placed in a 100mL volumetric bottle, and

1mL of 95% ethanol was added. The volumetric bottle was

gently shaken to moisten and disperse the sample, and then,

9.0mL 1N NaOH solution was added to rotate the volumetric

bottle to rinse the sample adhering to the bottle wall with the

lye solution.

The rice was dried and peeled to obtain milled rice, which

was ground into a powder using a multifunctional grinder (Mofei

Household Appliances Co., Ltd., Jinhua, China). Rice powder

(1 g) was added to 10mL of methanol solution. After stirring,

the rice powder was ultrasonicated for 5min, centrifuged at 5,000

rpm at 4◦C for 5min using an ST 16R refrigerated centrifuge

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, United States), and the

supernatant was collected. The Mag content in the rice powder

was determined using HPLC, and each treatment was repeated

four times.

2.8. Statistical analysis

All data were tested for normality and variance equality before

statistical analysis, and the results were expressed as mean ±SE

(standard error). Significance analysis was conducted using a one-

way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Duncan’s new complex

range method (P < 0.05). All statistical analyses and charting were

performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 20.0 and Origin 2021 (Origin

Lab, Northampton, MA, United States), respectively.

3. Results

3.1. Toxicity of the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film
against R. solani

As shown in Figure 1, the EC50 of the CMCS@CPSG film

against R. solani was 5,604.58µg/mL, indicating that the CMCS

and CPSG films to R. solani were less toxic and had no

evident inhibitory effect at low concentrations. The EC50 value

of the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film was only 4.37µg/ml, which was

significantly lower than that of Mag (7.33µg/ml), indicating that
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FIGURE 2

E�ects of di�erent treatments on hyphal growth of R. solani. (A, B) are Mag 10µg/ml treatment, (C, D) are CMCS@CPSG film, (E, F) are

MagCMCS@CPSG film, (G, H) are CK.

Mag improved toxicity after processing into films. This may be

because the film fixed the issue of water solubility and improved the

dispersibility of Mag. Therefore, it was beneficial for the antifungal

effect of Mag. Jinggangmycin is a commercial fungicide commonly

used to control rice sheath blight, so it was used as the control

preparation in this study (Jiang et al., 2012). The commercial

preparation of 28% Jinggangmycin SP showed low in vitro toxicity

of R. solani (EC50 was 56.65µg/ml) because the control mechanism

of Jinggangmycin was to weaken the pathogenicity of pathogenic

fungi (Li et al., 2018).

As shown in Figure 2, R. solani could not grow on a

PDA medium containing Mag, indicating that Mag significantly

inhibited the hyphal growth of R. solani. When the CMCS@CPSG

film was used to block R. solani from the PDAmedium, the mycelia

of R. solani could penetrate the CMCS@CPSG film and obtain

nutrients from the medium to help the mycelia grow rapidly. This

may have been due to the release of CWDEs by R. solani upon

contact with the CPSG film, which destroyed the integrity of the

CPSG film. When the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film was used to block

R. solani from the medium, the mycelia could not penetrate the

film to obtain nutrition. The Mag@CMCS@CPSG film effectively

blocked the invasion of R. solani mycelia, possibly owing to the

release of CWDEs after contact with the Mag@CMCS@CPSG

film, and the magnolol in the film was released, thus inhibiting

mycelia growth.

3.2. Mag@CMCS@CPSG film release Mag
ability in response to CWDEs

Cellulases and pectinases are the two main types of CWDEs

(Sun et al., 2023). As shown in Figure 3, the release of Mag from the

FIGURE 3

Magnolol release from the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film after CWDE

stimulation for 96h (n = 4). 0 represents the concentration of the

enzyme 0, “50+50” refers to cellulase 50 U/ml+ pectinase 50 U/ml,

C50 refers to cellulase 50 U/ml, and P50 refers to pectinase 50 U/ml.

All data were expressed as mean ± SE, the lowercase letters in the

figure represent significant di�erences (P < 0.05).

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film increased with increasing cellulase and

pectinase concentrations. However, the amount of Mag released

by the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film treated with cellulase or pectinase

alone at different concentrations was significantly lower than the

synergistic action of the two enzymes after 96 h, and the cumulative

release of Mag reached 76.09% after 96 h of treatment with 200
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FIGURE 4

After spraying the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film for 4 h, the rice surface cellulase activities (A), pectinase activities (B), magnolol content (C), and rice

sheath blight disease index (D) by inoculating with R. solani.

U/ml of cellulase and 200 U/ml of pectinase. In conclusion,

the release of Mag was accelerated by stimulation with cellulase

and pectinase, indicating that the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film could

accelerate the release of Mag in response to CWDEs.

3.3. Mag@CMCS@CPSG film release Mag
ability in response to the infection of
R. solani

We determined whether the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film could

form a protective layer on the surface of rice plants and release Mag

in response to the infection of R. solani to exert an antifungal effect.

As shown in Figure 4A, after spraying the Mag@CMCS@CPSG

film for 4 h and inoculating R. solani, the cellulase and pectinase

activities on the rice surface began to rise sharply after 12 h,

and the cellulase activities increased to 193.68 U/g after 48 h and

reached a peak of 195.24 U/g after 72 h. Pectinase activity also

peaked at 166.90 U/g after 48 h. However, there was no significant

change in the activities of cellulase and pectinase in the treatment

with only the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film, which indicated that the

cellulase and pectinase released by R. solani were responsible for

the increase in the activities of the two enzymes on the surface

of the rice plants. As shown in Figure 4C, the content of Mag on

the surface of rice plants treated with the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film

and inoculated with R. solani began to decrease rapidly after 12 h

and decreased to 1.17 µg/kg after 96 h, with a release of 75.62%,

whereas the release of Mag was only 21.98% when treated without

R. solani.

The disease indices of rice sheath blight disease caused

by R. solani inoculated after spraying and without the

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film were significantly different after

24 h (Figure 4D). After 96 h, the rice sheath blight disease

index reached 15.6 after inoculation with R. solani without the

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film, which was significantly higher than 5.4

after inoculation with the film. In addition, the barrier effect of

the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film significantly reduced the pathogenic

characteristics of rice (Figure 5). These results indicate that the

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film can respond to the infection of R. solani,

accelerate the release of Mag, inhibit the growth and spread of the

pathogen, and reduce the occurrence of disease.
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By spraying the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film after inoculation

with R. solani for 48 h, the Mag content decreased rapidly

from 6 to 24 h and decreased slowly after 24 h (Figure 6A).

After 96 h, the cumulative release of Mag was 57.44%, and

the disease index was 12.3. This may be because the cellulase

and pectinase activities decreased after infection with R.

solani, decreasing magnolol release. The results showed

that application of the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film after the

occurrence of rice sheath blight disease decreased the ability of

the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film to release Mag in response to the

infection of R. solani decrease.

3.4. Field control e�ect of
Mag@CMCS@CPSG film on rice sheath
blight disease

We applied the film at the booting and full head stages to

determine the field-control effect of the Mag@CMCS@CPSG

FIGURE 5

Disease spots on rice stem after 72h. (A) Inoculated R. solani after

spraying the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film for 4 h; (B) Inoculated R. solani

without the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film.

film before and after the occurrence of rice sheath blight disease.

The control effect of the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film at the booting

stage on rice sheath blight disease is shown in Table 1. In

total, 7 days after the application of Mag@CMCS@CPSG film

at 2 g/L, the control effect on rice sheath blight disease was

72.47%, which was not significantly different from that of the

jinggangmycin treatment (69.92%) but significantly higher than

that of the Mag treatment (18.31%). The control effect of the 2

g/L Mag@CMCS@CPSG film on rice sheath blight disease was

48.86% 28 days after application, which was significantly higher

than that of jinggangmycin (35.43%). The results indicated that

the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film had a good defensive effect before

the occurrence of rice sheath blight disease, and its duration was

significantly longer than that of the commercial preparation of

28% Jinggangmycin SP.

Rice sheath blight disease begins to occur at the full-head

stage, and disease spots are observed on the surface of the

rice plants. As shown in Table 2, 7 days after application, the

control effects of 2, 1.25, and 0.83 g/L Mag@CMCS@CPSG

film on rice sheath blight disease were 42.26, 39.80, and

22.61%, respectively, which were significantly lower than

48.68% of those treated with jinggangmycin. In total,

14 days after application, the control effect of the film

treatments on rice sheath blight disease was not >35%,

which was significantly lower than that of jinggangmycin

(43.36%). The results showed that the control effect of the

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film decreased after the occurrence of rice

sheath blight disease.

Table 3 shows that there were no significant differences in

chlorophyll content, intercellular carbon dioxide concentration,

and photosynthetic rate of rice after 7 days of application

of 2, 1.25, 0.83, and 2 g/L magnolol, indicating that

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film and Mag would not affect the

physiological function of rice and were harmless to rice.

Therefore, the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film can effectively

control rice sheath blight without causing phytotoxicity

in rice.

FIGURE 6

After spraying Mag@CMCS@CPSG film for 4 h, the rice surface magnolol content (A) and rice sheath blight disease index (B) by inoculating with R.

solani.
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TABLE 1 Control e�ect of Mag@CMCS@CPSG film against rice sheath blight disease at the booting stage.

Treatment After spraying 7 d After spraying 28 d

Disease index Control e�ect (%) Disease index Control e�ect (%)

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film 2 g/L 1.51± 0.15 e 72.47± 2.71 a 5.68± 0.31 c 48.86± 2.80 a

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film 1.25 g/L 1.73± 0.05 e 68.49± 0.90 a 6.65± 0.22 bc 40.12± 1.98 ab

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film 0.83 g/L 2.43± 0.10 d 55.64± 1.79 b 7.41± 0.33 b 33.33± 2.93 b

Mag 2 g/L 4.47± 0.15 b 18.31± 2.74 d 10.70± 0.42 a 3.72± 3.76 d

28% Jinggangmycin SP 0.67 g/L 1.64± 0.10 e 69.92±1.75 a 7.17± 0.24 b 35.43± 2.16 b

CK 5.48± 0.31 a — 11.11± 0.76 a —

The values in the table are mean± SE; different lowercase letters indicate significant differences (P < 0.05); “—” indicates no control effect.

TABLE 2 Control e�ect of Mag@CMCS@CPSG film against rice sheath blight disease at the full head stage.

Treatment After spraying 7 d After spraying 14 d

Disease index Control e�ect (%) Disease index Control e�ect (%)

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film 2 g/L 5.66± 1.51 c 42.26± 3.16 b 7.75± 1.17 b 34.68± 2.15 b

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film 1.25 g/L 5.91± 1.60 c 39.80± 1.89 b 8.38± 1.16 b 29.41± 3.12 b

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film 0.83 g/L 7.59± 1.85 b 22.61± 2.52 c 9.61± 0.96 ab 19.02± 1.71 c

Mag 2 g/L 9.04± 1.07 a 7.87± 1.01 d 11.33± 1.74 a 4.57± 1.05 d

28% Jinggangmycin SP 0.67 g/L 5.03± 1.12 c 48.68± 1.62 a 6.72± 1.08 b 43.36± 3.38 a

CK 9.81± 2.67 a — 11.87± 2.33 a —

The values in the table are mean± SE; different lowercase letters indicate significant differences (P < 0.05); “—” indicates no control effect.

3.5. E�ects of Mag@CMCS@CPSG film on
rice quality

To further confirm the safety of the Mag@CMCS@CPSG

film, the effects of film application at the booting stage on

the rice yield and quality were determined. The effects of the

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film on rice yield are shown in Table 4.

The total panicle of each treatment ranged from 1.96 to 2.21

million/hm2, and there was no significant difference in the total

grains and 1,000-grain weight among treatments. However, the

seed setting rate of Mag@CMCS@CPSG film and jinggangmycin

treatments was significantly higher than other treatments, which

were 81.69 and 84.71%, respectively. As a result, the rice yield of

these two treatments was also significantly higher than that of other

treatments, reaching 9,743.85 and 9,801.30 kg/hm2, respectively. In

contrast, compared with the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film treatment,

the rice yield of the Mag and CK treatments decreased significantly,

and the yield of CK decreased by 34.14%.

The percentages of brown rice, polished rice, chalky grains,

chalkiness, and amylose are important indices for evaluating

rice quality. The higher the percentage of brown and polished

rice, the lower the percentage of chalky grains and chalkiness,

and the better the quality. The lower the amylose content,

between 10 and 20%, the better the taste (Ding et al., 2023).

The effects of different agents applied at the booting stage on

rice quality are shown in Table 5. The percentages of brown rice

and polished rice of Mag@CMCS@CPSG film and jinggangmycin

were significantly higher than those of other agents (78.67% and

79.16%, respectively). In contrast, the percentages of chalky grain,

chalkiness, and amylose content were significantly lower than those

of other agents (25.41 and 34.22%, 6.69 and 6.52%, 17.26 and

17.12%, respectively). This indicates that the quality of rice treated

with Mag@CMCS @CPSG film and jinggangmycin was better than

that of rice treated with the others.

To further evaluate the safety of the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film,

the Mag content in rice treated with the 2 g/L Mag@CMCS @CPSG

film and 2 g/L Mag was determined. The results are presented in

Table 6. Mag was not detected in all rice samples and was subjected

to different treatments. This indicates that theMag@CMCS@CPSG

film does not form a residue and exists in rice, demonstrating its

high safety.

4. Discussion

Plant extracts with antimicrobial activity are considered a class

of safe, efficient, and sustainable natural substances and ideal

materials to replace chemical pesticides. Extensive studies on plant

protection have been demonstrated (Jiang et al., 2021; Khaleil

et al., 2021; Uwineza et al., 2022). However, plant extracts are

generally difficult to dissolve in water and have poor stability.

Therefore, many studies have attempted to solve these two

problems by controlling their release (Charles et al., 2022; Yi et al.,

2022; Ghosh et al., 2023). The natural Mag used in this study

exhibited superior antifungal activity. By preparing and forming

the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film, the problems of water insolubility

and poor stability of magnolol were solved, and the controlled

release of Mag was achieved in response to CWDEs. Compared
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TABLE 3 E�ects of Mag@CMCS@CPSG film on physiological function of rice.

Treatment SPAD value Intercellular CO2 concentration
(µmol/mol)

Photosynthetic rate (µmol/m2·s)

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film 2 g/L 24.64± 0.64 a 259.33± 2.11 a 11.28± 0.72 a

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film 1.25 g/L 25.01± 0.94 a 249.97± 4.20 a 11.13± 0.67 a

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film 0.83 g/L 25.60± 0.86 a 247.83± 5.03 a 10.94± 0.62 a

Mag 2 g/L 25.14± 0.89 a 254.06± 6.75 a 11.00± 0.76 a

Water 24.12± 0.85 a 253.20± 6.56 a 11.47± 0.62 a

The values in the table are mean± SE; different lowercase letters indicate significant differences (P < 0.05).

TABLE 4 E�ects of rice yield by spraying di�erent agents at the booting stage.

Treatment Total panicle

(million/hm2)

Total
grains per
panicle

Setting rate (%) 1,000-grains weight (g) Theoretical yield (kg/hm2)

Mag@CMCS@

CPSG film

2.21± 0.03 a 197.50±

6.61 a

81.69± 0.48 a 27.35± 0.48 a 9,743.85± 373.20 a

Mag 2.15± 0.07 a 182.00±

4.40 a

72.81± 1.09 b 26.47± 0.54 a 7,558.50± 418.95 b

Jinggangmycin 2.15± 0.06 a 199.25±

7.81 a

84.71± 1.58 a 27.05± 0.56 a 9,801.30± 310.20 a

CK 1.96± 0.06 b 184.00±

4.88 a

68.22± 1.88 c 26.14± 0.22 a 6,416.85± 318.75 c

The values in the table are mean± SE; different lowercase letters indicate significant differences (P < 0.05).

with previous methods to improve the stability and water solubility

of magnolol by preparing drug-carrying particles or synthetic

derivatives (Chen et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2022; Qu et al., 2023), the

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film achieves accurate delivery of magnolol.

The main components of CWDEs are cellulases and pectinases

(Sharafaddin et al., 2019). Therefore, this study used CMC

and PT to simulate plant cell wall components to construct a

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film in response to CWDEs’ control of Mag

release. The film was sprayed onto the plant’s surface to form a

protective layer. When pathogenic fungi are infected, they would

first contact the film and mistake the cell wall, inducing the

secretion of CWDEs, destroying the integrity of the film, and

releasing Mag to control the disease. Although, in nature, many

pathogenic fungi complete the infection by releasing cell wall-

degrading enzymes, such as Fusarium oxysporum and Alternaria

alternata (Liu et al., 2021; Luo et al., 2023), Mag@CMCS in

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film can be replaced with corresponding

pesticides according to actual diseases to achieve precise control of

plant diseases.

Magnolol is the main antifungal component in

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film. Currently, it has been reported

that it has antimicrobial activity against a variety of pathogenic

microorganisms, and some researchers have found that magnolol

achieves an antimicrobial effect by destroying plasma membranes

(Sun et al., 2015a; Chen et al., 2019). In addition, the film-forming

substances are polysaccharide compounds, which can induce plant

disease resistance and may have a synergistic effect with magnolol

(Borba et al., 2021; Dong et al., 2023). Field experiments proved

that the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film had a good controlling effect

on rice sheath blight disease. However, the Mag@CMCS@CPSG

film prevented R. solani infection by forming a protective layer and

could not be transmitted in plants. Therefore, the preventive effect

of the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film was better than its therapeutic

effect. Jinggangmycin has good endoscopic ability and can be used

in rice (Ge et al., 2020); thus, its control effect was better than

that of the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film when used after rice sheath

blight disease.

Mag is a common medicine used for oral or topical treatment

of various diseases, and its safety in humans is high (Sun et al.,

2015b; Lin et al., 2021). In addition, CMCS, CMC, PT, SA, and Gl

used in the Mag@CMCS@CPSG films are natural products that are

often used in food processing (Riahi et al., 2022; Li et al., 2023).

This indicates that the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film is a non-toxic

or low-toxic agent and an ideal material for the green control of

plant diseases.

5. Conclusion

The Mag@CMCS@CPSG film reduced the EC50 value of Mag

against R. solani from 7.33µg/ml to 4.37µg/ml and effectively

increased the toxicity of Mag. The Mag@CMCS@CPSG film

released Mag in response to CWDEs and infection by R. solani,

with the released amount exceeding 75% after 96 h. Before the

occurrence of rice sheath blight disease, the field control effect

of the Mag@CMCS@CPSG film on rice sheath blight disease

was 72.47% after 7 days, which was not significantly different

from that of jinggangmycin; however, the control effect of the

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film treatment was 48.86% after 28 days,

which was significantly higher than that of the jinggangmycin

treatment. These results indicate that the Mag@CMCS@CPSG

film had good persistence. The Mag@CMCS@CPSG film reduced
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TABLE 5 E�ects of rice quality by spraying di�erent agents at the booting stage.

Treatment Brown rice (%) Polished rice (%) Chalky grain (%) Chalkiness (%) Amylose (%)

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film 78.61± 2.13 a 57.12± 1.21 a 25.41± 0.48 c 6.69± 0.17 b 17.26± 0.33 c

Mag 70.42± 1.09 b 52.06± 0.83 b 29.81± 1.09 b 7.10± 0.25 a 18.43± 0.67 b

Jinggangmycin 79.16± 2.08 a 57.45± 0.81 a 24.93± 1.58 c 6.52± 0.06 b 17.12± 0.12 c

CK 68.47± 1.06 c 50.02± 0.96 c 34.22± 1.88 a 7.36± 0.22 a 21.57± 1.51 a

The values in the table are mean± SE; different lowercase letters indicate significant differences (P < 0.05).

TABLE 6 Magnolol content in rice under di�erent treatments.

Treatment Residual amount (mg/kg)

Repetition 1 Repetition 2 Repetition 3 Repetition 4

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film ND ND ND ND

Mag ND ND ND ND

ND indicates not detected; the detection limit was 0.05 mg/kg.

the loss of rice yield and quality caused by R. solani infection

without any phytotoxicity or residue. Although the safety of

the Mag@CMCS@CPSG membrane against other non-target

organisms was not determined in this study, its components

were all compounds with high safety, indicating that the

Mag@CMCS@CPSG film is a precise, efficient, and safe green

control agent.
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